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ON ¿-PARAMETER POINTWISE ERGODIC THEOREMS IN L,

SHIGERU HASEGAWA AND RYOTARO SATO

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. Let P\, ... , P¡¡ be commuting positive linear contractions on L\

and let T\,... ,T¿ be (not necessarily commuting) linear contractions on L\

such that \T¡f\ < P¡\f\ for 1 < ; < d and / e L\ . In this paper we prove

that if each P¡, 1 < i < d , satisfies the mean ergodic theorem, then the aver-

ages An(Ti,...,Td)f = A„(Tl)---A„(T<1)f, where A„{Ti) = n~l £E¿ 7* ,
converge a.e. for every / 6 L\ . When T\,..., T¿ commute, we further

prove that the ¿i-norm convergence of the averages A„(P\, ... , P¿)f for ev-

ery f € Li implies the a.e. convergence of the averages A„{T\, ... ,T¿)f for

every / 6 L\ . These improve Cornez and Lin's ergodic theorem.

1. Introduction and the results

Let (X, ¡F, ß) be a a -finite measure space, and let Lp = LP(X, &~, ß),

1 < p < oo, denote the usual Banach spaces of real or complex functions on

(X, SF, ß). A linear operator T : Lp —► Lp is called positive if / > 0 implies

Tf > 0, and a contraction if ||r||p < 1, with ||r||p denoting the operator norm
of T on Lp . We shall say that T satisfies the pointwise ergodic theorem (resp.

the mean ergodic theorem) if for any / in Lp the averages

An(T)f=(X-Y/Tk)f

converge a.e. on X (resp. in Lp-norm).

About thirty years ago, Chacon [6] showed by a counterexample that a posi-

tive linear contraction on L\ does not necessarily satisfy the pointwise ergodic

theorem; and Ito [10] proved that if a positive linear contraction on L\ satis-

fies the mean ergodic theorem, then it satisfies the pointwise ergodic theorem

(cf. also [11]). Since then, generalizations and extensions of Ito's theorem have

been done by several authors (see [14], [2], [13], [15] and [7]).

On the other hand, let T{, ... , Td be d commuting linear contractions of

L\. In 1956, Dunford and Schwartz [8] proved that if each of the operators is
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also a contraction of L^ , then the ¿/-dimensional averages

A„(Tl,...,Td)f = An(Tl)---A„(Td)f

converge a.e. on I. A more direct proof was given in 1973 by Brunei [3], who

introduced the important tool of the auxiliary operator now called the Brunei

operator. The natural question arises whether the same a.e. convergence can be

established without requiring the operators to be L^ -contractions. Assuming

that each of the operators is positive, McGrath [13] showed that it is enough

that for some p > 1 we have that each operator is a contraction of Lp ; and one
of the authors proved in [15] that it is also enough that each operator satisfies

the mean ergodic theorem. Without assuming the positivity of the operators,
Çomez and Lin [7] have recently proved that if the linear moduli t, of the

operators T¡ commute and each t, satisfies the mean ergodic theorem, then

the a.e. convergence of the ¿/-dimensional averages holds.

The purpose of this paper is to generalize and improve these results as follows.

Theorem 1. Let P\, ..., Pd be commuting positive linear contractions on L\

and let T\, ... ,Td be commuting linear contractions on L\ such that \T¡f\ <

Pi\f\ for 1 < i <d and f £ L\. Then we have:
(a) For every f e L\ the averages An(Tx, ... , Td)f converge a.e. on X,

when the averages An{P\, ... , Pd)f converge a.e. on X for all f £ L\.

(b) The averages A„(PX, ... , Pd)f converge a.e. on X for all fe Lx, when

the Brunei operator U corresponding to P\, ... , Pd satisfies the pointwise er-
godic theorem.

Corollary. Let P\, ... , Pd be commuting positive linear contractions of L\ and

let T\, ... ,Td be commuting linear contractions of L\ suchthat \T¡f\ < P¡\f\
for 1 < /' < d and f e L\. Then we have.

(a) For every f e L\ the averages An(T\, ... , Td)f converge a.e. on X,
when the averages A„(P\, ... , Pd)f converge in L\-normfor all f £ Li.

(b) For every f e L\ the averages A„(T\, ... , Td)f converge a.e. on X,

when the Brunei operator U corresponding to P\, ... , Pd satisfies either \\U\\P <

1 for some p > 1 or sup*. Ili^H«, < oo.

By an easy induction argument we see that if P\, ... , Pd are (not necessarily

commuting) positive linear contractions of L\ which satisfy the mean ergodic

theorem, then for every f & L\ the averages A„(P\, ... , Pd)f converge in L\-

norm. However, the converse does not hold in general. To see this, let Pi be

any positive linear contraction of L\ which does not satisfy the mean ergodic

theorem and let P2 — 0. Then, clearly, we have lim„ ||^4B(Pi, P2)f\\\ = 0 for

all / G L, .

Theorem 2. Let P\, ... , Pd be commuting positive linear contractions of L\

which satisfy the mean ergodic theorem, and let T\, ... ,Td be (not necessarily

commuting) linear contractions of L\ such that \T¡f\ < P¡\f\ for 1 < i < d
and f e Li. Then for every f e Lx the averages A„(T\, ... , Td)f converge
a.e. on X.

Theorem 3 (cf. [7], Theorem 2.4). Let P\, ... , Pd be commuting positive linear

contractions of L\ and let T\, ... ,Td be (not necessarily commuting) linear

contractions of Lx such that \T¡f\ < P¡\f\ for \ < i < d and f £ Lx. If the
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Brunei operator U corresponding to P\, ... , Pd satisfies ||i/||oo < 1. then for

every f e L\ the averages An(T\, ... , Td)f converge a.e. on X.

2. Proofs

Lemma. Let P\ , ... , Pd be commuting positive linear contractions of L\ and

let T\, ... ,Td be commuting linear contractions of L\ such that \T¡f\ < P¡\f\
for 1 < i < d and f G L\. If u is a (not necessarily integrable) nonnegative

function on (X, &, ß) such that P¡u <u < oo a.e. on X for every 1 < i <d,

then the averages A„(T\, ... , Td)f converge a.e. on the set Y = {x : u(x) > 0}

for all f € L\.

Proof. When d = 1, this follows from the Chacon general ratio ergodic theorem

(see e.g. [12], Theorem 4.1.11, p. 164). We then use an induction argument.

Let 0 < /G L\ and k = 0, I, ... be fixed arbitrarily. Since by commutativity
of the operators P¡ we obtain

(1) n~d       £       P*P?---Pn/f=X-An{P2,...,Pd){P!{f),
0<«2 ,■■• ,nj<n

and since by the induction hypothesis applied to P2,... , Pd the averages

A„(P2,...,Pd)(Ptf)

converge a.e. on Y, it follows that

(2) lim«-d       V       P^P^2---P""f = 0   a.e. onF.E
0<n2,...,nd<n

Applying the same argument to P%, ... , P¿  and using the commutativity of

T\, ... ,Td we see that for each 7Y > 1 if we set

V=TXT2-Td,

then

(3)

Put

(4)

MTi,...,Tä)f-(l-!p)   An_N{Tx,

d   N-\

i=\ k=o
E

i¿j, n¡<n

pnj-\ pnj+i
rj-\ rj+\

TdWNf)

■Pdd(Pff)

0   a.e. on Y as n -* oo.

fN=lr- (VNf) and gN = (VNf) - fN,

where ly denotes the indicator function of Y. Since fN G L\(Y) and P¡u <

u < oo for each \ <i <d, changing the measure ß to udß and applying the

Dunford and Schwartz ergodic theorem (see e.g. [12], Theorem 6.3.5, p. 215)

we see that

(5) lim^„(r!
n

, Td)fN exists a.e. on Y.
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(Since /^ is supported on Y, the support of the subinvariant measure, and

supports of subinvariant measures are absorbing sets, we have that the conver-

gence in (5) actually holds at almost all points of X ; this was noticed by the

referee.) Therefore the function

(6) F(x) = lim sup 1^(7/,, ... , Td)f(x)-An(Tl, ... , Td)f(x)\
m,n—»oo

satisfies

F(x) <limsup|.4m(r., ... , Td)gN(x) - A„(TX, ... , Td)gN(x)\
m,n—»oo

< 2 lim sup ^„(Ti, ... , Td)gN(x)\   a.e. on Y.
n

Then, putting hN = (Px • • • Pd)Nf - 1Y • (Px • • • Pd)Nf, we have

r \gN\<hN£Lx(x\Y),

W \ F <2limsup An(Px,... ,Pd)hN   a.e.onF.

Since P¡LX(Y) c LX(Y) for each 1 < / < d, it follows that

hN+n = \X-Y-(Px---Pd)N+nf

= ix-Y-(pi---pdr(hN+iY(Pi---Pd)Nf)

= \X_Y-(Px---Pd)nhN.

In particular, this implies ||/*/v||i > ||/îjv+i||i . Hence we can put

a = lim \\hN\\x.
N

Then, given an e > 0, we can choose N > 1 so that

\\hN\\x <a + e.

Since PjLi(Y) c LX(Y), we have \X-yPjf = lx-r -Pj^x-rf) ; it follows
that

\\U-Y-Pjfh<\\\x-Yfh.
Thus for any 0 <nx, «2, . • • , nd < n we have

<* + e>\\hN\\1>\\lx-Y-(Plni---pn/hN)\\l

>\\lx-y(Pi---Pd)nhN\\x = \\hN+n\\x>a,

which implies that

||ly.(P1"'-..P^MIIi = K1---C^||i-||U-y-(Pr---^,'Mlli
< H^lli -a<e.

We now consider the Brunei operator U corresponding to Px, ... , Pd. It

follows (cf. [12], Theorem 6.3.4, p. 213) that for all 0 < h £ Lx

(9) limsupA„(PX, ..., Pd)h <Cd-limsupAn(U)h   onX,
n n

where Cd > 0 is an absolute constant depending only on d. Since U has the

form

(10) U=     Yl     a(nx,...,nd)P^---Pnd\
n.,ná>0
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with

(11) a(ni,...,nd)>0   and        J]     a{nx, ... , nd) = \,
«i ,...,«¿>o

it follows from (8) that JY UkhN dß < e for all k > 0.
On the other hand, by the fact that Uu < u a.e. on X which follows from

P¡u < u for each 1 < /' < d, we may apply the Chacon general ratio ergodic

theorem to infer that for every 0 < h G L\ the averages A„(U)h converge a.e.

on Y. Consequently, using (7), (9), and Fatou's lemma,

( Fdß<2Cd- j limAn(U)hNdß

< 2Qliminf / An(U)hNdß < 2Qe."     Jy

Since e > 0 was arbitrary, this shows that F(x) = 0 a.e. on Y, completing the

proof.

Proof of Theorem 1. To prove (a), let 0</eIi be fixed arbitrarily and write,

using the hypothesis,

/~(x) = lim4.(/>i, •• •, Pd)f(x)   a.e. on X.

(Here we may assume without loss of generality that d > 2. For, if necessary,

add the identity operator.) It is easily seen that P,-/~ <f~ for each 1 < / < d.

Thus the Brunei operator U corresponding to P\,... , Pd satisfies

0 < Uf~ < f~ G Lx.

On the other hand denoting by C the conservative part of U, 0 < / G L\

implies
n-\

n-lY,Ukf^0   a.e. on X\C,
k=Q

so we obtain from inequality (9) applied to / instead of h that

{x:/~(x)>0}cC;

therefore Uf~ G Li(C) and

l|tf/1i = / Uf~dß = Jf~(U*lc)dß = j f~dß = j f~dß = ||/~||,.

It follows that Uf~ = f~ , and by the Brunel-Falkowitz Lemma (see [12], p.
82) P¡f~ = f~ for each \ <i <d. Hence we may apply our Lemma to infer

that the averages An(T\, ... , Td)f converge a.e. on the set {x : f~{x) > 0} .
On the other hand, it is clear that

lim\An(Tl,...,Td)f\<\imAn(Pl,...,Pd)f = 0
n n

a.e. on {x : f~(x) - 0} .
To prove (b), let 0 < / G L\ be fixed and write

f*(x) = limAn(U)f{x)   a.e. on X.
n
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Since 0 <Uf* = f* e Lx, it follows that P¡f = f* for each 1 < / < d. Our
Lemma yields the a.e. convergence of A„(P\, ... , Pd)f on {x : f*(x) > 0},

and inequality (9) yields convergence (to 0) a.e. on {x : f*(x) = 0}.

Proof of the Corollary, (a) Çomez and Lin [7] proved that if for every / G L\

the averages An(P\, ... , Pd)f converge in Li-norm, then the Brunei operator

U satisfies the mean ergodic theorem. Thus U satisfies the pointwise ergodic

theorem, by Ito's theorem. And (a) follows from Theorem 1.

(b) Since U is a positive linear contraction of Lx which satisfies either

\\U\\p < 1 or sup*. ||C/^Hoo <oo, U also satisfies the pointwise ergodic theorem

in L\ by Akcoglu and Chacon's ergodic theorem [2] or by Hasegawa, Sato, and

Tsunami's ergodic theorem [9]. Thus (b) follows from Theorem 1, too.

Proof of Theorem 2. When d = 1, this is a special case of (a) of the corollary.
We then use an induction argument. Since the Brunei operator U correspond-

ing to the commuting operators P\, ..., Pd satisfies the mean ergodic theorem
by Çomez and Lin [7] (cf. also the proof of the lemma in [15], where this result
is proved explicitly using a different method), U satisfies the pointwise ergodic

theorem, by Ito's theorem. This and the obvious inequality

(12) \An(Tu...,Td)f\<A„(Pi,...,Pd)\f\

together with inequality (9) imply that for all /eij

(13) sup\An(Ti, ... ,Td)f\< oo   a.e. on X.
n

Hence Banach's convergence principle (cf. e.g. [12], Theorem 1.7.2, p. 64) com-

pletes the proof, when we see that the set

f e Li : lim^4„(r1, ... , Td)f exists a.e. on X \" J

is dense in L\. To see this we note that, since Pd satisfies the mean ergodic

theorem, so does Td (cf. [7]), and thus the set

{g + (f - Tdf) : Tdg = g and feL,}

is dense in L\ .

For the function h = g + (/ - Tdf), with Tdg = g and / G L\, we have

An(Tu...,Td)h = An(Tl,...,Td_l)g+^An(Tl,...,Td_l)(f-T^f).

The induction hypothesis implies that

lim/l„(ri, ... , Td_])g exists a.e. on X.
n

Similarly,

lim - A„{TU ... ,Td_i)f = 0   a.e. on X.

On the other hand, since P\, ... , Pd commute and

\\An{Px, ... , Pd){\f\-Pd\f\)h - 0   as « - oo,
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we can apply (a) of the Corollary to Px, ..., Pd instead of Tx,... , Td to

obtain that

\imX-An(Px,...,Pd_x)(\f\-P^\f\)

= limAn(Px,...,Pd_x,Pd)(\f\-Pd\f\)
n

= 0   a.e. on X.

This can be applied to infer that

1
lim nAn(Tx,...,Td_x)T¡f <\imX-An(Px,...,Pd_x)P?\f\ = Q

n   n

a.e. on X, completing the proof.

Proof of Theorem!). Since U satisfies the pointwise ergodic theorem, write for

any 0 < f £ Lx
f*(x) = limA„(U)f(x)   a.e. on X.

n

We then have 0 < Uf* = f* £ Lx. Since Px, ... , Pd commute, it follows

that Pif* =f for each 1 < / < d. Further, if we set Y = {x : f*(x) > 0}
and Z = {x : f*(x) = 0} , then, by the fact that ||£/||oo < 1, it follows that

ULX(Y) c LX(Y) and ULX(Z) c LX(Z).

(In fact, this can be seen as follows: Let C and D be the conservative and

dissipative parts of U. For any positive Lx -contraction, C is absorbing (cf.

[12], p. 118). Since \\UWoc < 1, we can apply Feldman's result (cf. [12], p. 131)
to obtain that also D is absorbing for U. Since Y is the support of a finite

invariant measure, it is absorbing, and Y c C. Hence C\Y is absorbing, and

so is Z = (C\Y)UD.) It follows that P(LX(Y) c LX(Y) and PtLx(Z) c LX(Z)
for each I < i <d.

On the other hand, by (9) it is clear that

limier,, ... , Td)f\ < limAn(Px, ... , Pd)f<Cdf* = 0   a.e. on Z
n n

and

lim\An(Tx, ... , Td)(lzf)\ <HmAn(Px, ... , Pd)(lzf)
n n

< Cd • \imAn(U)(lzf) < Cd-\zf* = 0   a.e. on X.
n

Therefore in order to prove the a.e. convergence of An(Tx, ... , Td)f, we may

assume without loss of generality that X = Y. Then, since each P¡ ( 1 <

i < d) satisfies the mean ergodic theorem, Theorem 2 establishes the desired

conclusion.

3. Concluding remarks

In Theorem 3, if we further assume that Tx,... , Td commute, then the
conclusion of Theorem 3 remains true even if the condition ||C/||oo < 1 is

replaced by the weaker condition supfc Ht^Hoo < oo or the condition \\U\\P < 1
for some 1 < p < oo . (See (b) of the corollary.) On the other hand, Theorem

2.4 in [7] states that if Tx, ... , Td are commuting linear contractions of Lx
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such that the Brunei operator U corresponding to T\, ... ,Td is also an Lœ-

contraction, then for every / G L\ the averages An(T\, ... , Td)f converge

a.e. on X. However it seems to the authors that this theorem has not been

proved; only the a.e. finiteness of sup„ \A„(T\, ... , Td)f\ is shown in [7], but

convergence on a dense subset of Lx is still missing. The authors learned from

Michael Lin (a private communication, July 1993) that Theorem 2.4 can be

proved if in addition to the commutativity oi T\, ... ,Td the commutativity of

their moduli x\, ... , xd is also assumed. We note that Theorem 3 improves this

result by showing that the commutativity of the moduli alone is sufficient. We

also note (cf. Proposition in [15]) that the conclusion of Theorem 2.4 remains

true without assuming the commutativity of xx, ... , xd if for some p > 1 we

have \\Ti\\p < 1 for each 1 < i < d . See also [1] and [13]. We finally prove the
following extension of the Dunford-Schwartz ergodic theorem.

Theorem 4. Let P\, ... , Pd be positive linear contractions of Lx such that

(14) sup{P„(P,-)lloo:">l,   l<i<d} = K<oo,

where An(Pi) = n~l YTkZl tf > and let T\,... ,T¿ be linear contractions of L\

such that \Tjf\ < P¡\f\ for 1 < i < d and f e L\. If either the operators
P\, ... ,Pd or the operators T\, ... ,Td commute, then for every f g L\ the

averages An(T\, ... , Td)f converge a.e. on X.

Proof. We first consider the case d = 1. For an f e Lp with 1 < p < oo, let

(15) P = sapAn(Pl)\f\   a.e.onI,

and if a is a positive real number, denote

/*>) = [sgn/(x)].min(a,|/(x)|)

and
fa+(x) = f(x)-fa-(x).

Since the positive linear contraction Pi of Lx satisfies sup„ ||^4„(jPi ) Hoo < K

by hypothesis, the proof of Chacon's maximal ergodic theorem [5] can be easily

modified to yield that

(16) / (a-\fa~\)dß< [\fa+\dß,
J{x : f*{x)>K2a} J

where, if necessary, we may suppose that HA I loo < K. Thus it follows from a

standard argument (see e.g. the proof of Theorem 3 in [9]) that

(17) /» <oo   a.e. on X

and that if, in particular, 1 < p < oo , then

(18) \\f%<Xp\\f\\p,
where 3PP is an absolute constant depending only on p and K.

If / G L\ , then, choosing a strictly positive function g e L[C\ L^ , we have

that

(19)
i^^iä it.

pn\ f\
<K\\g\\oo      'I7'     -0   a.e.onI

luk=0 M S
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by the Chacon-Ornstein lemma (see e.g. [12], Lemma 3.2.3, p. 121).

Thus if 1 < p < oo, then, since the set

{g + (h - Pxh) : Pxg = g £ Lp, h £ Lp n Lx}

is a dense subspace of Lp by the mean ergodic theorem for Px on Lp , Banach's
convergence principle, (17) and (19) imply that the averages An(Px)f converge

a.e. on X for all f £ Lp. Using this and the fact that Lx n Lp is a dense
subspace of Lx, we then see that the averages An(Px)f converge a.e. on X for

all f £ Lx. It is now immediate to see that lim„ An(Tx)f exists a.e. on X for

all f £ Lp with 1 < p < oo.
Since the case d = 1 has been done, we now proceed by an induction argu-

ment. First we define the operators [/,, 1 < i < d, by the relation

oo

(20) Ui = Y,akPt,
k=0

where the ak are the coefficients in the expansion

oo

(21) x-\\-^fY^x) = Y,akxk       (JC # 0,  |jc| < 1).
*:=0

It follows from [4] that the operators U¡ are positive linear contractions of Lx

such that

(22) sup{||C/^||oo : Jk > 0, l<i<d} = K~ <oo.

Here we remember that each [/, may be regarded as the Brunei operator cor-

responding to the operator P¡ and the identity operator /.

Put Vïî = Pi and Vn+y = / for 1 < i < d, and define the operator W by
the relation

(23) W=     £     a(nl,...,n2d)Vln%tt*--V$,

where the coefficients a(nx, ... , n2d) are those used in the definition of the
Brunei operator corresponding to 2fl" contraction operators of Lx (see e.g.

[12], Theorem 6.3.4, p. 213). It follows from the argument of Brunei that W
has the form

(24) W=     Yl     b(nx,...,nd)U?---Un/
«i ,...,/¡¿>0

with

(25) b(nx,... ,nd)>0   and        J]     b(nx, ... , nd) = I.
«i ,...,n¡¡>0

Hence by (22) W is a positive linear contraction of Lx such that

sup Halloo < K~ <00.
k

Further, since either the operators Px, ... , Pd or the operators Tx, ... , Td
commute by hypothesis, it follows that for any f £ Lp with 1 < p < oo,

(26) sup \An(Tx,...,Td)f\<C2d-sup An(W)\f\   a.e.onI;
n n
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and since the averages An(W)\f\ converge a.e. on X, we see that

(27) sup\An(Ti, ... ,Td)f\< oo   a.e. on X.
n

Let us fix p with 1 < p < oo . Since LPV\L\ is a dense subspace of L\ and

since the set

{g + (f-Tdf):Tdg = g€Lp,feLpnLl}

is a dense subspace of Lp by the mean ergodic theorem for Td on Lp , Banach's
convergence principle together with inequality (27) implies that for the proof of
the theorem it is sufficient to check the a.e. convergence of A„(Ti, ... , Td)h,

where h = g + (/ - Tdf) with Tdg = g e Lp and / G Lp n L\. As

4,(7,,... , Td)h = An(Tl,... , Td_i)g + \-An{Tx, ... , 7rf_,)(/-7J/),
n

and by the induction hypothesis the limit

UmAn{Ti, ... , Td_i)g
n

exists a.e. on X, it is then sufficient to check the a.e. convergence of

l-An(Ti,...,Td_i){f-Tndf).

To do this, let for each N > 1,

(28) hN = sup \\f-Tndf\ = suv\An(Td)(f- Tdf)\.
n>NH n>N

By using inequality (18) applied to Pd and \f - Tdf\ instead of A and /
and by using the theorem for d = 1 we observe that

(29) hi e L+   and   hN | 0   a.e. on X.

It also follows, as before (cf. inequality (26)), that

1
lim sup

(30)
An(Tl,...,Td_i)(f-Tdnf)

< C2(d-i)' supAn(Wd_i)hN   a.e.  onl,
n

where the operator Wd_x  is defined using the operators Pi, ... , Pd_x  as in

(23), thus it is a positive linear contraction of Li such that

sup || Wdk_l Hoo < K~ < oo.
k

By (29) together with inequality (18) applied to Wd_x and /?# instead of
P\ and / we see that the functions

hl = sa^AH{Wd_i)hN       (AT =1,2,...)
n

satisfy h\ G L+ and hN | 0 a.e. on X. Consequently by (30) we get

um 1^,(7, » •••. 7rf_,)(/- 77/) = 0   a.e. on X.

This completes the proof.
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Remark. By virtue of Theorem 4 for d = 1 we see that the condition

SUP || t/^Hoc < OO
k

in (b) of the Corollary to Theorem 1 can be replaced by the weaker condition

sup„P„(C/)!!^ <00.
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